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Introduction

Proximal humerus fractures are common but debilitating injuries, which result in significant dysfunction for the patient and both diagnostic and treatment challenges for the physician. Knowledge of the complex bone and soft tissue anatomy of the shoulder is paramount in successful treatment of proximal humerus fractures. Proximal humerus fractures account for 5% of all fractures, and they are third in frequency among the most common types of fractures [1-3]. In general, there is a unimodal distribution of these injuries. The vast majority are low energy fractures occurring in elderly individuals with more high energy and complex fractures in younger patients happening less frequently [4-6]. Incidence does tend to increase with age, and elderly individuals who sustain these fractures are more commonly female, over the age of 60, and have a history of osteoporosis [3, 7, 8]. Nearly ¼ of proximal humerus fractures occur in patients older than 60 who have fallen from a standing height [2, 4]. The majority of proximal humerus fractures in this demographic are relatively non-displaced and can be treated successfully without surgery [9]. Risk factors for proximal humerus fractures include elderly patients, low bone mineral density, impaired vision and balance, no history of hormone replacement therapy, smoking, >3 chronic illnesses, and previous fragility fracture [4, 10, 11]. Younger patients sustain proximal humerus fractures as a result of motor vehicle accidents, seizures, electric shock, and fall from greater than a standing height [12]. These injuries tend to involve more significant bony and soft tissue disruption and accordingly are treated with surgical intervention [2, 11].

Regardless of the age of the patient or mechanism of injury, restoration of pain-free functional range of motion remains the primary treatment goal of these injuries [13]. Some difficulty in clinical assessment and classification of proximal humerus fractures has resulted in a lack of standardization over treatment protocols [9]. Numerous factors contribute to post injury functional outcomes; therefore, a large debate exists over appropriate treatment [14, 15]. In addition, a lack of high-level evidence with regards to treatment and outcomes after proximal humerus fractures despite the relative frequency of the injury has resulted in a lack of consensus based protocol driven treatment [14, 16, 17]. Recent advances in technology have provided new treatment options without substantiation over historical options [9]. There currently exists several dilemmas such as when to perform surgery and which surgery is the most appropriate method of treatment, which have yet to be definitively determined. High-level outcome based studies are currently being performed to help answer questions but uncertainty still remains [18]. Regardless of
treatment selected, early active mobilization has led to improved outcomes [19, 20].

**Anatomy**

Several anatomic characteristics must be considered when deciding appropriate treatment of proximal humerus fractures. The shoulder is an unconstrained ball-and-socket articulation, which relies on both a complex bone and soft tissue anatomy for stability and function. It has more inherent motion than any major joint in the body, therefore any injury disrupting the bone and soft tissue restraints can lead to both instability and dysfunction. Moderate loads to the glenohumeral joint are offset by dynamic restraints such as the deltoid and rotator cuff, whereas, larger loads are counteracted by the capsulolabral structures and the bone [12].

Bone anatomy of the proximal humerus can be subdivided into four main parts based off classification of typical injury patterns [21]. The proximal humerus consists of the humeral head, lesser tuberosity, greater tuberosity, and shaft fragments. The head fragment is spherical in shape and has an average diameter of 46 mm (37–57 mm) [22]. The height of the head is 8 mm superior to the greater tuberosity with an offset 3 mm posterior and 7 mm medial to the shaft [23, 24]. The head has an average of 20° retroversion with a high anatomical variance (6.7° anteversion–47.5° retroversion), and it is inclined 130° with respect to the shaft [23, 25]. The anatomical neck separates the head and tuberosities and serves as a site of attachment for the capsular structures. Injury at this location portends to a poor prognosis as it disrupts the entire blood supply to the head [26]. Bone quality of the proximal humerus can be predicted by the cortical thickness of the proximal diaphysis [27]. The subchondral bone underlying the articular surface is the densest, and there is a particular decrease in density in the humeral head when moving from superior to inferior and from posterior to anterior [27–30].

The tuberosity fragments serves as anatomical attachment sites of the rotator cuff. These soft tissue attachments lead to displacement through predictable force vectors. Greater displacement of fragments leads to greater soft tissue disruption and loss of blood supply [3]. The supraspinatus, infraspinatus, and teres minor tendons all attach on separate facets of the greater tuberosity. These attachments result in the typical posterior and a superior displacement seen with fractures of the greater tuberosity. The lesser tuberosity serves as a site of attachment for the subscapularis tendon and results in medial displacement of the fractured lesser tuberosity fragment [3]. The bone of the tuberosities tends to be denser at the rotator cuff insertion site, and the tendons are usually stronger than the bones at the sites of attachments [31]. The bicipital groove separates the greater and lesser tuberosities, and the distal groove the slightly internally rotated with respect to the proximal portion of the groove [32]. Fractures between the tuberosities typically occur posterior to the bicipital groove [33]. The tuberosities are separated from the shaft fragment via the surgical neck, which is an indistinct region of metaphyseal bone below the tuberosities and above the shaft. Fractures of the tuberosity dysfunctions the attached rotator cuff muscles, and malunion secondary to displacement can lead to subacromial and subcoracoid impingement [34, 35].

The proximal humerus articulates with both the glenoid and coracoacromial arch. The head articulates with the glenoid, which is a convex structure shaped like an inverted pear. The capsulolabral structure attaches both and can be disrupted with injuries to the proximal humerus [12]. The coracoacromial arch is made up of the acromion, coracoacromial ligament, and coracoid. This rigid bony and ligamentous structure imparts stability on the shoulder, and fracture and subsequent displacement can disrupt normal gliding between the arch and proximal humerus causing impingement and dysfunction [26]. In addition, the subdeltoid and subacromial bursa can become thickened, fibrotic, and scarred as a result of fracture causing adhesions and limits of motion. Early motion is theorized to limit these adhesions [20].

The proximal humerus has an extensive vascular network (Fig. 2.1). The anterior and posterior humeral circumflex arteries, creating a
vascular leash, surround the proximal humerus. The anterior humeral circumflex artery arises from the axillary artery at the inferior border of the subscapularis, and it provides the majority of the vascular inflow for the humeral head along with its interosseous branch the arcuate artery [36–38]. More significant soft tissue displacement and higher energy fractures are associated with increasing vascular disruption to the humeral head. Injury to the arcuate artery in proximal humerus fractures is associated with AVN, but extraosseous collateral circulation can perfuse the humeral head despite arcuate artery injury [39–41]. The posterior humeral circumflex artery travels with the axillary nerve posteriorly to supply the posterior rotator cuff and posterior capsule. In some proximal humerus fractures, the posterior humeral circumflex artery and its branches to the posterior capsule can maintain humeral head perfusion alone [41]. Comminution of the medial metaphysis with an articular segment of less than 1 cm has been associated with avascular necrosis after proximal humerus fracture due to disruption of the anterior and posterior humeral circumflex vessels [22, 41]. Severe vascular injury can be seen in 5–6 % of proximal humerus fractures [12]. The axillary artery is most commonly injured and is seen in patients with comorbid conditions [42].

With their close proximity to the proximal humerus, neurologic structures are at risk for injury after proximal humerus fracture. Neurologic injuries generally occur secondary to traction but can happen secondary to blunt trauma as well [43]. The axillary nerve is most commonly injured. It has a distance of 6.1 cm from the superior aspect of the proximal humerus and 1.7 cm from the surgical neck [43, 44]. Injury can occur in any of the three branches to the deltoid, teres minor, or the superior lateral cutaneous nerve. Suprascapular neuropathy can occur secondary to traction at either the exit from the upper trunk of the brachial plexus or under the transverse scapular ligament [43, 45]. Musculocutaneous nerve injury is uncommon but can occur with blunt trauma as it enters the
conjoint tendon 3.1–8.2 cm from the tip of the coracoid [46, 47]. In addition, there is a high association of brachial plexopathy with axillary artery injuries [42].

**Epidemiology**

Proximal humerus fractures are an age related phenomenon that can only be expected to rise with an increasingly aging population [48]. As stated previously, proximal humerus fractures represent the third most common fracture related injury in patients over the age of 60, and they represent 5% of all injuries to the extremities [1, 3, 37, 49]. Incidence of the injury seems to increase with age, and females are more likely to sustain proximal humerus fractures in comparison to males [3]. Population studies have shown that as many as 70–80% of all proximal humerus fractures occur in women [4, 50–52]. These injuries are less common in Japanese populations than Europeans or white Americans [53, 54]. In addition, white Americans sustain proximal humerus fractures at a greater frequency than black Americans [55]. The incidence of proximal humerus fracture is 63–105 fractures per 100,000 populations per year [4, 51, 52, 55, 56]. The prevalence of the injury is expected to continue to rise in conjunction with the shifting population demographics [8]. There is a unimodal elderly distribution curve of the injury with a low incidence under the age of 40 and a sharp increase thereafter [50]. The majority of proximal humerus fractures occur in the elderly who have a history of osteoporosis and sustain low energy injuries. In patients over the age of 60, 97% of proximal humerus fractures are secondary to a fall with a direct blow to the shoulder [4, 57]. Due to this shifting demographic, the incidence of osteoporotic fractures is expected to triple over the next three decades [58]. Long-term Finnish studies have confirmed the correlation of increasing incidence of proximal humerus fractures with age [59]. Women who are over the age of 60 have an 8% lifetime risk of proximal humerus fracture [60]. The correlation of osteoporosis with proximal humerus fractures can complicate both fracture treatment and patient management of post fracture complications. Risk factors for sustaining a proximal humerus fracture include osteoporosis and frequent falls [61–63]. In prospective and consecutive osteoporosis screening only 13% of 239 hospitalized fracture treatment patients had a normal bone density [64]. In addition, history of poor balance and impaired vision has been correlated with an increase in fracture risk [9]. In contrary to the high-energy high-displacement injuries seen in younger patients, nearly 80–85% of all proximal humerus fractures are minimally displaced, and therefore can be treated safely without surgery [21]. If surgery is indicated, osteoporosis complicates surgical management. Fixation failure is likely with decreasing bone mineral density, and osteoporosis can compromise both functional and radiographic outcomes associated with fracture healing [65]. The majority of proximal humerus fractures are fragility fractures, and the greatest risk factor for future fragility fracture is a history of previous fragility fracture [9]. To prevent any future complications, osteoporosis treatment should be part of the global care given to any patient who sustains a proximal humerus fracture [3].

**Etiology**

While the majority of proximal humerus fractures arise secondary to low energy injuries, mechanism of injury is directly correlated with the age of the patient. The injury occurs the most frequently in the elderly population, and most injuries occur as a result of a fall onto an outstretched hand from a standing height in patients over the age of 60 (Fig. 2.2) [5, 8, 59]. Nearly ¾ of proximal humerus fractures occur after a low energy domestic fall [4, 51, 52, 55]. Younger patients without osteoporosis generally sustain a proximal humerus fracture after motor vehicle accidents, falls from greater than a standing height, seizures, or electric shock [2, 66, 67]. The biomechanics of the fracture and general bone quality of the patient tend to produce varying injuries in the proximal humerus. In general,
fractures occur as either a direct blow to the shoulder or from indirect force transfer from a fall onto an outstretched hand [3, 9, 12]. The impact drives the proximal humerus into the glenoid resulting in significant energy transfer to the proximal humerus. The glenoid bone is generally harder and denser than the proximal humerus, and therefore acts as an “anvil” on which the proximal humerus is impacted [68]. The combination of the direction of the blow to the humerus, quality of bone in the proximal humerus, as well as the pull of the soft tissues produces the various types of fracture patterns [9].

Medical comorbidities both increase the risk for fracture and type of fracture sustained. Proximal humerus fractures are seen in a greater frequency in patients with a depleted neuromuscular response [69–71]. It has been suggested that patients who sustain proximal humerus fractures are frailer than those who sustain distal radius fractures [72]. The proximal humerus is injured more frequently in patients with decreased neuromuscular response who cannot raise their arm quickly enough to break a fall [73, 74]. Risks factors such as delayed reaction time; cognitive impairment, neuromuscular disorder, impaired balance, and intoxication are all associated with proximal humerus fracture [75]. Middle-aged patients who sustain proximal humerus fractures are physiologically older with a higher incidence of medical comorbidities, alcohol, tobacco, and drug usage [76, 77]. Early menopause is the most common physical aging comorbidity associated with proximal humerus fractures [9]. In addition to osteoporosis, pathologic fracture from either primary malignancy or metastatic disease can occur secondary to minimal trauma [5].

**Clinical Evaluation**

During initial evaluation of proximal humerus fractures, a complete history and physical must be performed. The history should initially determine whether the injury is a high or low energy injury and proceed accordingly. With a high-energy injury after a motor vehicle accident, fall
from greater than standing height, or similar injury, ATLS protocol should be initiated. Chest injuries associated with high-energy proximal humerus fractures can include pneumothorax, rib fracture, and hemothorax [9]. Cervical spine injuries are commonly associated with significant shoulder fractures secondary to high-energy trauma [9]. Rare case reports of intrathoracic and retroperitoneal proximal humerus fracture dislocation exist [78, 79].

A thorough history should include mechanism, pre injury level of function, occupation, hand dominance, history of malignancy, history of previous fragility fractures, and rehabilitation potential. The presence concomitant extremity injuries should be assessed. Patients with proximal humerus fractures can present with injuries to the hip, elbow, wrist, and hand, and any tenderness or pain in those areas should be thoroughly addressed. Conversely, patients with more distal extremity fractures with pain in the shoulder should be evaluated for proximal humerus fracture.

A complete physical examination should assess the entire upper extremity and focus on other areas of concern. The skin envelope is robust around the shoulder, and open fractures are exceedingly rare [9]. Occasionally, a significantly displaced humeral shaft in slim individuals can create pressure necrosis on the skin. The rate of skin compromise is approximately 0.2 % and commonly associated with significantly displaced two part surgical neck fractures [80]. Mechanism for skin penetration involves blunt trauma to the shoulder, and can either occur by initial penetration or delayed opening secondary to skin tenting [80]. Significant ecchymosis occurs often in a delayed fashion, and due to gravity, tracks down fascial planes. As a result, swelling and bruising can be pronounced at the elbow. Anterior and posterior fracture dislocations can cause an increased swelling and fullness in the anterior and posterior aspects of the shoulder respectively (Fig. 2.3) [67]. Very severe swelling can occasionally be associated with vascular injury, but nearly all proximal humerus fractures have some degree of swelling associated with the injury [42]. For more subtle injuries, specific palpation of the proximal humerus should be performed. Non-displaced and minimally displaced fractures of the greater tuberosity are overlooked in nearly 53 % of all initial examinations [81]. A thorough neurovascular examination should include inspection of the distal circulation, axillary nerve, as well as distal neurologic status. A thorough secondary survey for other extremity injuries and head, neck, chest, and facial trauma should be performed.

Neurologic injuries are common after significant proximal humerus fractures and often overlooked [82]. The axillary nerve arises from the C5 and C6 nerve roots and in the axilla splits from the brachial plexus via the posterior cord. The axillary nerve travels around the inferior aspect of the subscapularis and posteriorly along the surgical neck. It travels through the quadrangular space with the posterior humeral circumflex artery. Incidence of neurologic injury with proximal humerus fracture ranges between 6.2 % and 67 % with axillary nerve injuries being the most common [83]. The axillary nerve is susceptible to a tethering type injury with significant displacement of the surgical neck and particularly in anterior fracture-dislocations [43]. Brachial plexopathy can occur
via direct blow from displaced fragments, and multiple nerves are at risk during treatment for proximal humerus fractures [43, 45, 82]. A complete neurologic evaluation can be difficult due to pain and guarding secondary to fracture, but a full axillary nerve and peripheral nerve exam should be performed with each injury. Both the brachial plexus and peripheral nerves are at risk during operative treatment, and risk fracture such as cervical spine disease, low BMI, diabetes mellitus, and delay of operative treatment for more than 14 days are associated with an increased incidence of nerve dysfunction [83].

A large vascular leash surrounds the proximal humerus, but major vascular injury is only rarely associated with proximal humerus fractures [84]. Even when a vascular injury occurs, a rich collateral circulation exists in the upper extremity, so obvious signs such as expansile hematoma, pulsatile external bleeding, unexplained hypotension, and plexus injury should raise suspicion of vascular injury [9]. Significant medial displacement of either the head or the shaft can result in an axillary artery injury [42, 43]. Vascular injury should be assumed with a four-part proximal humerus fracture with axillary dislocation of the head. When fracture is associated with dislocation, risk of blood vessel injury increases 30% [85]. Distal circulation should be assessed in all patients with proximal humerus fractures.

Soft tissue injury associated with proximal humerus fracture is commonly encountered, and it should be expected if injuries do not follow typical clinical course [86]. Superficial muscle perforation can occur after significant displacement of fracture fragments. With fractures of the greater or lesser tuberosity, the rotator cuff is essentially defunctioned, and rotator cuff dysfunction should be expected [9]. A complete rotator cuff examination cannot usually be performed in an acute setting due to pain and swelling, but rotator cuff function should be followed throughout the typical clinical course to ensure adequate function. Due to the age of most patients who sustain proximal humerus fractures, previous rotator cuff disease is likely, and certainly a new rotator cuff tear can occur in conjunction with proximal humerus fractures [86]. With less severe bony injuries that do not follow the typical healing course, labral pathology should be suspected as well. Case reports of isolated SLAP lesions and combined SLAP and rotator cuff injuries after non-displaced proximal humerus fractures exist [87]. In this report, patients continued to have shoulder pain and dysfunction despite appropriate bony healing that resolved with arthroscopic repair of rotator cuff and labral injuries [87].

A complete radiologic evaluation should be included in every clinical evaluation of proximal humerus fractures. A trauma series should include an AP and lateral taken in the scapular plane along with an axillary lateral. Due to the anatomic positioning of the glenoid in relation to the thorax, the standard anteroposterior radiograph taken in most emergency departments is generally unsatisfactory to assess shoulder anatomy. In general, most AP radiographs taken of the shoulder are mainly views of the upper quadrant and have significant overlap of anatomic structures such as the coracoid, glenoid, humeral head, and scapula. The surgeon must be able to specify to the radiology technician appropriate methods to obtain a true AP of the shoulder. The patient’s affected shoulder should be placed against the X-ray plate and the opposite shoulder is tilted approximately 40° towards the beam [9]. This positioning will ensure a direct view through the glenohumeral joint. To obtain an appropriate scapular lateral, the anterior shoulder is placed on the X-ray plate with the unaffected shoulder tilted forward 40°. The beam is placed posteriorly and directed along the scapular spine [12]. An axillary lateral view is paramount to assess anterior or posterior displacement of the humeral head in relation to the glenoid. To obtain the view the arm must be abducted as close to 90° as possible. The cassette is placed on the superior aspect of the shoulder and the beam directed from inferior perpendicular to the cassette [12]. Due to the nature of the injury, abduction of the shoulder can usually not be achieved after proximal humerus fracture. Therefore, a modified axillary view or Velpeau view can be substituted for an axillary lateral [12, 88]. The view allows the patient to remain in the sling; therefore, it is much less painful for patients. The view is
obtained by leaning the patients over a table on which the cassette lies. The beam is then directed from superior to inferior. In cases where a more subtle greater tuberosity fracture of Hill Sachs lesion is suspected, internal and external rotation views can be obtained to further evaluate the anatomy of the humeral head [12]. A complete X-ray examination can provide information with regards to the typical displacement seen after proximal humerus fracture. The internal rotation views, axillary or scapular lateral will show typical greater tuberosity posterior displacement due to the pull of the infraspinatus and supraspinatus [3]. Both the anteroposterior and lateral views showcase the medial displacement of the lesser tuberosity and shaft consistently produced by the pectoralis major and subscapularis muscles [89]. Head displacement is typically variable and related to remaining soft tissue attachments. The axillary lateral view is needed to evaluate for humeral head dislocation [3]. Posterior dislocation of the humeral head associated with proximal humerus fractures is typically missed without an appropriate axillary lateral view [13].

Computed tomography analysis of proximal humerus fractures can provide enhanced bony detail and greater understanding of fracture patterns and displacement (Fig. 2.4a, b). CT provides an enhanced understanding of tuberosity displacement, fracture comminution, impaction, humeral head involvement, and glenoid articular surface injury [5, 67]. Both two-dimensional and three-dimensional images can be obtained through software programs at most institutions to provide even greater detail of complex fracture patterns [90]. CT scan with 3D reconstructions has been shown to provide the highest interobserver agreement with regard to classification and treatment recommendations among upper-extremity specialists [91].

Magnetic Resonance Imaging provides very little benefit to the initial evaluation of proximal humerus fractures. If pathologic fracture is suspected, an MRI can aid in staging of the disease prior to treatment [12]. If either rotator cuff or labral injury is suspected after bony healing, MRI can be helpful in assessing for these injuries [87]. In the acute setting, bleeding from the fracture and soft tissue swelling can make the use of MRI difficult in assessing soft tissue injury after a fresh proximal humerus fracture [9].

Clinical Decision Making

When deciding the appropriate treatment method for proximal humerus fractures, the surgeon must have a clear understanding of the primary goals
for treatment. The goal of treatment of proximal humerus should be to minimize pain and maximize shoulder function [33]. Achieving the goal is paramount regardless if it is through surgical or nonsurgical means. Multiple factors play into treatment decision making, but all surgeons should strive for complication free healing to produce a pain free, mobile, stable, and functional shoulder [9].

Factors related to the patients, surgeon, and injury all determine appropriate treatment methods. When deciding between operative and nonoperative treatment, patient characteristics such as age, mental status, substance abuse, medical comorbidities, osteoporosis, rehabilitation potential, functional expectations, and limited life expectations should all effect treatment methods [9, 12, 13]. In general, a lower demand individual with significant medical comorbidities is more appropriately treated nonsurgically with the goal of establishing early functional pain-free motion [19]. Older patients tend to have worse functional outcomes after treatment for proximal humerus fractures [92]. This trend has been attributed to such factors as fragility, cognitive deficits, rotator cuff injuries, osteoporosis, and poor rehabilitation potential [63, 70, 93, 94]. Patient factors have been proven to effect treatment related outcomes after both surgical and nonsurgical management. Complications such as infection, nonunion, osteonecrosis, fixation failure, and compliance with rehabilitation can all be related to medical comorbidities [9]. Specifically, alcohol abuse increases the risk of noncompliance and nonunion, and tobacco usage increased a patients risk of nonunion [77, 95]. Osteoporosis is associated with increased rates of comminution, defects due to impaction, and loss of fixation and reduction after surgical management [3].

Injury related factors influencing treatment decision include fracture type, displacement, soft tissue injury, and concomitant injuries. The majority of all proximal humerus fractures are minimally or non-displaced, and therefore can be successfully managed without surgery [5, 96]. Approximately only 20% of proximal humerus fractures are either comminuted or displaced sufficiently that they require operative intervention [5, 97]. Fracture type alone has been seen as a limited predictor of overall outcome [5, 97]. Bone quality, comminution, displacement, rotator cuff status and vascular risk can all be related to varied outcomes [9, 12]. Treatment controversy exists when considering injury related factors alone, and traditional guidelines for treatment proposed by Neer are not the gold standard according to current evidence based medicine [21, 98–101]. Near functional normality can only be expected after simple injuries to the proximal humerus [20, 92, 102–104]. For patients with more severe and complex proximal humerus fractures proper counseling prior to either nonoperative or operative treatment is paramount to establish patient expectations and goal prior to proceeding with treatment [96, 105]. Investigation of outcomes after displaced four part proximal humerus fractures show that both operative and nonoperative treatment can achieve similar outcomes, although several limitation exist when comparing studies of different patient selection criteria, procedures, and outcome measures in small patient populations [101]. Proper patient selection is the most important factor in achieving a good outcome with treatment [33].

Surgeon expertise, comfort, and experience influences appropriate treatment of proximal humerus fractures as well. With modern advances in orthopedic technology, the surgeon has an armamentarium of options to treat fractures of the proximal humerus. From nonoperative treatment to limited percutaneous fixation, open reduction internal fixation with standard plating, locked plating techniques, intramedullary nails, suture fixation, various bone grafting options, and arthroplasty, the surgeon has multiple options to address various injuries to the proximal humerus [18, 52, 106–110]. Each option has various advantages and disadvantages associated with treatment, and the surgeon must be familiar with each prior to proceeding with treatment and determining which method is the most appropriate for each individual patient. Overall, results after nonoperative treatment will be superior to a
poorly performed operative procedure regardless of the method of fixation [9].

General indications for surgical management are open fractures, significant displacement, and segmental injuries in patients who are healthy enough for surgery [14, 18, 70, 80, 111]. Nonoperative treatment is indicated in simple and non-displaced proximal humerus fractures, but can be utilized effectively in more complex injuries and patients unfit for surgery [20, 92, 101–104]. Most current treatment recommendations are based off of expert opinion and low powered studies [112]. Until larger and higher level comparative studies are performed, treatment of proximal humerus fractures likely will depend on surgeon experience and preference [3].

**Nonoperative Treatment**

As stated previously, the majority of proximal humerus fractures are stable fracture patterns and very amenable to nonoperative treatment [5, 96]. Relatively non-displaced two and three-part fractures rely on surrounding soft tissue restraints for both healing and stability. The rotator cuff, periosteum and surrounding joint capsule provide and internal sling for the fracture fragments and resist any further displacement of fracture fragments [3]. Minimal tuberosity displacement with shaft impaction into the shaft reduces the risk of nonunion [9]. Absolute stability is difficult to determine on an initial examination. X-ray characteristics such as minimal comminution, three or less fragments, absence of significant tuberosity displacement, cortical contact, relative impaction of the stem into the head, and no history of dislocation suggest relative stability of the fracture fragments [2, 21, 91, 92, 113]. On physical examination, gentle rotation of the elbow and forearm can be performed with simultaneous palpation of the humeral head. Fracture stability is implied if the fragments appear to move as a unit [12]. Despite appropriate X-ray and examination findings, late displacement of fragments can occur, therefore, serial X-ray examinations over the first 2–3 weeks post injury are recommended to ensure late displacement does not occur [114]. The appearance of slight inferior subluxation of the glenohumeral joint in conjunction with a proximal humerus fracture or “pseudosubluxation” is not an indicator of an unstable fragment [58, 115]. Factors such as deltoid atony, deltoid inhibition, neuropraxia, hemorrhathosis, and rotator cuff dysfunction all contribute to the appearance of mild inferior subluxation [58, 115]. This finding is common after proximal humerus fracture and tends to be self-resolving during the typical healing course (Fig. 2.5a, b).

Unlike fractures in the humeral shaft, closed reduction and functional bracing is a rare option for treatment. Fractures of the humeral shaft can be effectively immobilized with a fracture brace [116]. Sarmiento showed high healing rates and

Fig. 2.5 Non-displaced proximal humerus fracture with mild “pseudosubluxation” (a) seen on injury AP radiograph, with resolution (b) 3 weeks later.
acceptable functional outcomes after nonoperative treatment with functional bracing of the humeral shaft [117]. The surrounding soft tissue envelope and ability to control fragments proximal and distal to the fracture site allow successful treatment of humeral shafts [117]. Unfortunately, the proximal humerus has multiple complex deforming forces, which cannot be neutralized with a brace, and control of the bone proximal to the fracture fragments is impossible with an external brace [13]. For historical purposes, airplane splints and shoulder spica casting with the arm placed in abduction and forward elevation can neutralize some deforming forces of the proximal humeral shaft, but this method of treatment is poorly tolerated and not currently indicated in treatment of proximal humerus fractures [13].

Rarely, an unstable two-part proximal humerus fracture can become stable with closed reduction [118]. Tuberosity displacement is difficult to reduce without operative fixation, but shaft displacement can potentially be managed with reduction [13]. A displaced surgical neck fracture usually results in medial and anterior displacement of the humeral shaft secondary to the pull of the pectoralis major muscle [89]. The reduction maneuver for a proximal humeral shaft involves longitudinal traction with adduction and a posterior directed force on the humeral shaft [119, 120]. This maneuver attempts to neutralize the pectoralis and align the head and shaft. After alignment, the shaft must be impacted into the head to achieve a stable position. If a stable reduction is achieved, nonoperative treatment can achieve an acceptable outcome [118].

Bracing options include a standard sling, shoulder spica cast, hanging arm cast, and airplane splint. A standard sling provides adequate immobilization for all proximal humerus fractures treated nonoperatively [121]. A sling allows slight gravity distraction to the bone ends to aide in initial pain relief [97]. Hanging arm casts provide no advantage over a standard sling, and excessive distraction of the bone ends by a hanging arm casts can promote to nonunion, and other methods of immobilization are poorly tolerated [96, 105, 122].

Initial pain control after the injury is difficult, but a combination of oral medications, topical modalities, and sling immobilization provides adequate pain control over the first several days after injury. Some patients will have difficulty with sleeping in a bed after proximal humerus fractures, therefore, sleeping in a sitting position in a recliner should be recommended for individuals after proximal humerus fracture. Most patients can be managed as an outpatient with these injuries, but frail elderly individuals who live alone occasionally will require hospital admission. More incapacitated patients can benefit from hospital admission for both pain control and rehabilitation to aide with activities of daily living after discharge [9].

Early protection with gradual mobilization is the primary tenant of nonoperative treatment of proximal humerus fractures [20, 105, 113, 123, 124]. Absolute sling immobilization should only be performed over the first 7–10 days post injury [19, 20, 125]. Excessive immobilization has not been shown to improve outcomes [20]. Prolonged immobilization can result in increases in pain and decrease in ultimate range of motion and function [19, 20, 125].

The functional recovery improves when physical therapy is instituted as close to the injury as possible [19, 20, 125]. Both the timing and type of exercises performed after proximal humerus fracture will contribute to a successful outcome [20]. Distal extremity exercises should be started immediately after the injury, and shoulder range of motion should be initiated within 10 days of the injury if pain allows [19]. Koval et al. showed improved outcomes when physical therapy was instituted within 14 days of the injury [20]. Exercises instituted by the 14-day mark resulted in decreased rates of stiffness and improved function and ability to perform activities of daily living. It is important to remember close radiographic follow-up to ensure no further angulation or displacement of fracture fragments after initiation of physiotherapy [114]. Some form of therapy, whether a supervised or structured home program, should continue until maximal functional recovery, which can take up to a year after injury [20,
Even minimal therapy is better than a complete absence of treatment [126]. A single therapy session with subsequent performance of exercises at home can be as effective as a supervised therapy program [126]. More involved therapy modalities such as hydrotherapy or pulsed electrotherapy does not seem to improve outcomes [5, 127].

Successful Rehabilitation should include a standard therapy protocol of exercises that maintain motion and increase strength as fracture healing allows. Active elbow, wrist, and hand exercises should be initiated immediately after injury. Shoulder pendulum exercises should be initiated immediately, and attempts at assisted shoulder flexion, abduction, and rotation should begin at 1-week post injury [125]. Isometric deltoid and cuff exercises should be initiated at 3 weeks, and progressive strengthening and stretching can usually be initiated between 6 and 12 weeks [20].

When examining functional outcomes after non-displaced proximal humerus fractures, Koval et al. proposed a protocol, which improved outcomes if initiated within 2 weeks after injury [20]. They utilized sling for initial pain relief, then at 1 week everyone was instructed on range of motion exercises and referred to physical therapy. Therapy consisted of biweekly visits where active hand, elbow, and wrist exercises were performed in conjunction with passive shoulder motion. Initially, shoulder exercises were performed in the supine position and included forward elevation, external rotation, and internal rotation to the chest. The sling was continued for 4–6 weeks, and exercises were performed four times daily at home. Once clinical fracture union was confirmed, the sling was discontinued. Active range of motion and deltoid and rotator cuff isometric strengthening was added. Active exercises were initiated in the supine position and progressed to the seated position. As range of motion improved, active resistance deltoid and rotator cuff exercises were begun. Three months after the injury, an aggressive stretching and strengthening program was continued until final outcome was achieved [20].

Outcomes

In the absence of complications, most elderly patients with stable proximal humerus fractures will have a functional pain-free shoulder [9]. Functional improvement can occur up to 2 years after the injury, but rapid improvement are made in the first 6 months and near full improvement occurs at 1 year [128–130]. Patients should be counseled that their shoulder would most likely never be completely normal after a proximal humerus fracture [9]. Most patients can expect minor aches with vigorous activity, but most should be able to perform activities of daily living [121]. Fortunately, functional expectations in elderly individuals are diminished in comparison to younger patients, thus a less than satisfactory result for a young patient can be a completely acceptable result for an elderly individual [105, 113, 131]. Even with decreased outcome scores, elderly patients perception of outcome and quality of life can be acceptable [92]. Court-Brown reported a series of 125 valgus-impacted fractures treated nonoperatively. One year after injury, 80% of the primarily elderly patients have a good to excellent outcome, despite residual deficits in strength and range of motion [92].

Anatomic classifications utilized to determine treatment provide prediction of outcomes. Non-surgical treatment of comminuted four part fractures has yielded poor outcome results [14]. Despite poor constant scores, patient satisfaction levels remained high at 10-year follow-up [132]. In a prospective cohort study, Caceres et al. examined nonoperative treatment in both displaced and non-displaced proximal humerus fractures [132]. While healing occurred in most patients, constant scores worsened with worsening severity of fracture [132]. Functional outcomes improved progressively from four part to three part and subsequently two part fractures. Pain outcomes worsened with three and four part fractures in relation to two part injuries, and individuals who were under the age of 75 and had non-displaced injuries had improved functional outcomes [132]. The
authors concluded that nonoperative treatment of proximal humerus fractures in elderly can provide pain relief with limited functional outcome, but this did not seem to affect quality-of-life perception. Patients with more severe and displaced fractures should be counseled of the possibility of inferior outcomes [132].

Recently, patterns of displacement have been correlated to outcome in nonoperatively treated proximal humerus fractures [133]. Radiographic and CT studies were used to classify patterns of displacement into posteriormedial (varus) impaction, lateral (valgus) impaction, isolated greater tuberosity, and anterioimedial impaction. Factors such as head orientation, impaction of the surgical neck, and displacement of the tuberosity correlated strongly with outcome [133]. Lateral impaction fractures had a worse outcome than other patterns. As both posteriormedial and greater tuberosity displacement increased, outcome worsened [133]. Overlap of the greater tuberosity was associated with a worse outcome if it overlapped the posterior articular surface [133]. In varus, or posteriormedial, impaction, outcome worsened as the articular surface displaced inferiorly and increased the distance from the acromion. Functional outcome is difficult to assess, and many variables contribute to a successful patient outcome [133].

Standard radiographic measurements can be used to predict functional outcomes. Humeral head angulation on initial radiographs correlates with ultimate functional outcome [134]. Angulation of the humeral head on both a standard AP projection and scapular lateral view had a significant association with Constant-Murley outcome. The optimum predictive angulation was a Y view of 55° of angulation at the time of fracture. Initial and 1 week Y view measurements were the most important predictors of the decreased functional outcome at a median of 2.2 years follow-up [134].

Very little high level evidence exists assessing outcomes after proximal humerus fractures [14, 16, 17, 135]. A lack of consistently successful surgical techniques and common complications has resulted in a preference for nonoperative treatment over surgery [13]. Also, there are few significant comparison studies of operative and nonoperative treatment. In a prospective randomized study, Zyto et al. could find no functional differences between patients with three- and four-part fractures treated with tension band fixation versus conservatively [18]. Retrospective studies of elderly populations with three-part and valgus impacted fractures show favorable results regardless of surgical versus nonsurgical treatment [15, 92]. Meta-analysis of three- and four-part fractures revealed that patients treated conservatively had more pain and worse range of motion than those treated with either fixation or arthroplasty [14]. Overall, conflicting results exist with some studies favoring operative intervention with others failing to show a large benefit for more displaced and unstable fractures [136]. A prospective case series examined nonoperative treatment of multiple fracture types in 160 patients [121]. The injuries included 75 one-part, 60 two-part, 23 three-part, and 2 four-part and head splitting fractures. After 1 year, the difference in constant score was 8.2; DASH was 10.2 with the uninjured shoulder. Risk of nonunion was 7.0%. Nine patients underwent surgery (four fixation, five arthroscopic subacromial decompression). The authors suggest that these results make it difficult to demonstrate significant benefit of surgery over nonoperative treatment for proximal humerus fractures [121].

Complications

Major complications following nonoperative treatment of proximal humerus fractures include osteonecrosis, nonunion, stiffness, and rotator cuff dysfunction [20, 41, 104, 137]. Although relatively rare with nonoperative treatment, complications adversely affect outcomes and often require additional intervention [62, 105, 106, 138]. Both patient and injury related factors can increase complication risk with proximal humerus fracture. Increased age, osteoporosis, medical comorbidity, worsening fracture comminution and displacement, and increasing soft tissue injury are all associated with increased risk of complications with proximal humerus fractures [9]. Complication rates are extremely
low with nonoperative treatment of non-displaced and minimally displaced proximal humerus fractures, but complication rates increase with conservative treatment of proximal humerus fractures in elderly patients and in displaced multipart fractures [62, 105, 113, 138].

Osteonecrosis occurs after a loss of blood supply to the subchondral bone with subsequent collapse, irregularity of the articular surface, and clinical symptoms of pain and stiffness [39, 41, 139, 140]. With increasing comminution and displacement, an increased injury to the soft tissues and subsequently the vascular supply to the humeral head is expected [39–41]. Hertel et al. assessed risk factors for development of aseptic necrosis after proximal humerus fracture. They found that humeral head ischemia increased after anatomic neck fracture, metaphyseal head extension of less than 8 mm, and medial head disruption of more than 2 mm [41]. The combination of these three factors had a 97 % positive predictive value for humeral head ischemia (Fig. 2.6) [41]. Gerber noted that outcomes with osteonecrosis improved with anatomic fracture alignment [139]. Osteonecrosis was much better tolerated in patients whose fractures healed with anatomic alignment over those with some degree of malunion [139]. Extent of head involvement can affect outcome. Osteonecrosis is a rare occurrence after three-part fracture, and when it does occur usually involves only a portion of the humeral head and causes little discomfort [139].

With a robust soft tissue envelope, fracture healing rates are high in the proximal humerus, but nonunion can occur and result in persistent pain and dysfunction [99, 137]. Total incidence of nonunion with proximal humerus fracture is 1.1 %. These rates increase if metaphyseal comminution is present (8 %) and with significant displacement of the surgical neck (10 %) [137]. Most fractures that fail to unite, regardless of classification, have metaphyseal comminution and loss of cortical contact [137]. Patient factors increase nonunion risk with patients with osteoporosis, medical comorbidities, drug treatment, smoking history, and alcohol abuse being most at risk to develop a nonunion [95]. Preinjury stiffness secondary to degenerative joint disease or inflammatory causes can predispose nonunion [141]. In addition, inappropriate immobilization with a hanging arm cast or overzealous mobilization can result in nonunion [99].

With nonoperative treatment of proximal humerus fractures with displacement, some form of malunion occurs with each fracture. This common complication can frustrate the patient and present a treatment dilemma for the surgeon [142–145]. While slight malunion of the head and shaft is well tolerated, tuberosity malunion can cause stiffness, pain, and loss of function [144–148]. Biomechanical data shows a 5 mm superior malunion of the greater tuberosity increases the deltoid force for abduction by 16 % [149]. With posterior and superior displacement of the greater tuberosity, deltoid force for abduction increases 29 % [149]. While tuberosity malunion in elderly individuals with low functional expectations does not usually adversely affect outcomes, the secondary impingement and functional compromise caused by tuberosity malunion in younger patients is poorly tolerated [9].

Some degree of stiffness is nearly expected after all proximal humerus fractures [12]. The cause of stiffness is multifactorial after proximal humerus fractures [145]. Adhesions can form secondary to the trauma of the injury and after
immobilization. Absolute immobility greater than 2 weeks after injury with nonoperative treatment leads to increasing rates of stiffness [20]. Hodgson showed that immobilization longer than 3 weeks prolonged recovery from 1 to 2 years [19, 125]. Factors such as capsular contracture, malunion, complex regional pain syndrome, impingement, rotator cuff dysfunction, delayed rehabilitation, and non-compliance with rehabilitation all contribute to the development of stiffness [9]. Ultimately, early mobilization is the best method to prevent stiffness in the proximal humerus fracture treated without surgery [19, 20, 125].
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